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Automotive foam tape  

Automobile foam tape 

PE foam tape, EVA foam tape, Acrylic foam tape 

 

Automotive foam tape introduction 

JT acrylic foam double sided tape, PE/EVA foam double sided tape offer perfect solutions for all 

kinds of automotive body inside and outside modules, components and parts assembling and 

taping.  Super high adhesion resistance and peel adhesion, excellent heat resistance, humidity 

resistance and UV resistance, which can make JT adhesive tape widely used in automotive inside 

and outside seals, decoration strip, lamp cap, windows visor, wheels guard, fender, wheels 



 

 

balancers, nameplates and license plate, etc. 

 

Automotive foam tape description 

PE, EVA or Acrylic foam tape is PE foam, EVA foam or Acrylic as backing, coated on singe side or 

both sides with strong solvent acrylic adhesive, covered with PE plastic film or yellow silicone 

paper or white silicone paper or glassine silicone paper as release paper liner.  

 

Automotive foam tape features:  

water resistance, insulation, sound absorption, easy die cutting, High adhesive, heat resistance, 

shockproof, sounds resistance, strong stick, UV resistance, moisture proof, excellent performance 

for vibration and anti-crack, good weather resistance and anti-chemicals, Easy for use 

 

Foam tape application advantages in automotive 

Optimize outside decorating parts structure design, change the appearance, optimize body 

structure, reduce the whole weight and improve the sealing performance, economic and 

environment friendly. 

Double sided foam tape can fill the gap and distribute the pressure in the sticking surface, with 

excellent sealing performance, cushion, damping, shock resistance, high heat resistance and high 

isolation performance.  
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